Icare Home Tonometer: A Review of Characteristics and Clinical Utility
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Abstract: The Icare HOME (TA022, Icare Oy, Vanda, Finland) is rebound tonometer recently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration in March 2017 designed for self-measurement of intraocular pressure (IOP). IOP remains a major modifiable risk factor for glaucoma progression; however, IOP measurements typically occur through single office measurements on Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT) and do not always reveal the complete picture of patient’s IOP patterns and daily fluctuations, which are important for accurate diagnosis and evaluation. Numerous studies have now compared the efficacy of the Icare HOME to that of GAT. The objective of this article is to review the existing literature surrounding the Icare HOME tonometer and its efficacy as a self-tonometer in comparison to GAT. The available literature has shown promising results in its accuracy of measuring IOP but suggests cautious usage in patients with central corneal thicknesses or IOP ranges that are outside of a certain range. This article will also provide details and example cases for when the Icare HOME may be most clinically useful.
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Background
Management of intraocular pressure (IOP) is the only readily modifiable risk factor known to slow the development and progression of glaucoma and visual disability. 1-3 As glaucoma is a leading cause of permanent blindness worldwide, 4 efforts to accurately monitor IOP changes over time are of paramount importance. Diurnal variation in intraocular pressure is well recognized; however, most decisions concerning glaucoma therapy are based on single IOP measurements captured at specific moments in office and therefore do not reflect IOP fluctuations over a 24-hour period. Studies have shown that over 75% of single IOP measurements taken between 7am and 9pm tend to miss the highest point of a diurnal curve 5 and that a higher peak IOP may be an independent risk factor for progression of glaucoma. 6,7 Asrani et al evaluated diurnal IOP fluctuation with home self-tonometry in a group of open-angle glaucoma patients with apparently controlled office IOP. They found that 29% of patients with a progressive visual field loss had IOP peaks compared with 5% of patients with a stable visual field. 8

In its truest form, the most accurate measurement of IOP is done through an intracameral transducer. All other measurements are approximations of IOP through the cornea, sclera, or eyelid, including Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT), which in fact underestimates true intracameral pressure. 9 Having said that, GAT continues to be the reference standard in IOP measurement, and all IOP
measurement devices are universally calibrated to GAT. However, GAT is only performed in office settings, which prevents clinicians from monitoring IOP changes outside of the office and may make it difficult to assess a pharmaceutical or surgical treatment’s effectiveness. Twenty-four-hour monitoring of IOP of hospitalized patients may provide the most accurate measurements and can reveal higher peaks and wider fluctuation of IOP than those found during office visits. However, this is inconvenient, costly, and impractical for monitoring over longer periods.

With the advent of self-tonometry, 24-hour monitoring at home may become a viable option. The ideal home tonometer would be reliable, user-friendly, portable, and convenient. Although various forms of ocular tonometry exist, rebound tonometry is particularly suited for this role. Rebound tonometers have shown to be comparable to GAT in measurement of IOP, and do not require regular calibration. Additionally, they can be adapted into a small portable device that can be used with minimal training and do not require any topical anesthetic. For this reason, rebound tonometry has been typically used for children and uncooperative patients in the past.

The Icare Home (TA022, Icare Oy, Vanda, Finland) is a relatively new rebound tonometer approved by the US Food and Drug Administration in March 2017, specifically designed for self IOP measurements at home. This device provides a recording for out-of-office variations in IOP through self-tonometry, as well as electronic documentation of these measurements. As studies investigating the Icare HOME arise, this can inform practitioners regarding the utility of the Icare HOME and its role in the management of glaucoma. The objective of this article is to review the design, efficacy, and clinical utility of the Icare HOME tonometer.

Icare HOME Characteristics

How the Icare HOME Device Works

As a rebound tonometer, the Icare HOME employs the same mechanism in measuring intraocular pressure as the Icare TA01i (Icare Oy, Vanda, Finland), which was the first commercially available rebound tonometer in the United States. The Icare HOME uses a disposable probe roughly 40mm long that is propelled from the tonometer towards the cornea at a speed of 0.25–0.30 meters/second by an electrical-pulse generator that creates a magnetic field via a solenoid. The higher the IOP, the shorter the length of time that the probe touches the cornea, and the quicker it rebounds back into the tonometer. The moving speed of the probe back into the device causes a change in the magnetic field, and the tonometer calculates this value into an IOP. The device is battery operated and requires two CR123A lithium batteries. The Icare HOME has not been validated for a central corneal thickness (CCT) outside the range of 500–600µm and corneal astigmatism >3 dioptre cylinder.

The Icare HOME measures approximately 11cm x 8cm x 3cm and weighs roughly 150g. It features a power button on the back panel at the bottom of a panel of LED lights, and a measure button on the top of the device. Notably, the device features adjustable cheek and forehead supports marked at 2mm interval lengths (sizes A1 through to A24 for the forehead, and B1 through to B24 for the cheek). This allows the device to be customizable to a variety of facial anatomy, making it very user-friendly. The tip of the probe must be placed between 4 and 8mm from the centre of the cornea at the start of each measurement. Additionally, the device features three infrared eye sensors that can detect which eye is being measured (right vs left). To assist the user in knowing whether the device is held accurately, the device has an LED probe base light, which shines “green” when the instrument is held properly and ready to begin measuring or “red” when the instrument is not held properly (Figure 1).

To measure IOP, the probe is inserted into the probe base, and the device is turned on by holding the power button on the back for three seconds. The probe is then loaded into the probe base and remains magnetically attached so long as the device remains powered on. The user aligns the tonometer in front of their eye and the green, circular probe base light indicates it is ready to begin a measurement. This probe light greatly improves a potential disadvantage of home IOP measurements, which is ensuring adequate positioning and distancing of the probe to the patient’s own eye. IOP measurement can also be affected by the angular position of the probe to the apex of the cornea, the coaxial alignment of the optical axis of the eye, and any gravitational force due to tilting the measurement axis up or down can affect the IOP measurement. Additionally, lid position and orbicularis innervation can also affect the rebound velocity and induce IOP variation. These issues are minimized with usage of the green probe light, which indicates when the Icare HOME is correctly positioned for a more accurate measurement. The user can either press and hold the measurement button for the probe to collect six
measurements in a row or press the measurement button briefly six times to collect six measurements one at a time. Once six measurements are taken successfully, the “done” LED light will illuminate on the back panel. The measurement recorded is the mean of four IOP values, excluding the maximum and minimum values of the six measurements taken. The patient can then repeat these steps for their fellow eye using the same probe, if necessary. It is important to note that the patient must be upright (not supine) when taking measurements, and the probe base must be positioned at 90° to the patient’s face (Figure 2).

The Icare HOME does not display its IOP readings on a display for the patient to see immediately. Instead, the device must be connected to a computer with Icare LINK installed or Icare CLINIC cloud-based software (Icare Oy, Vanda, Finland). Through this software, one can access all recorded IOP data indicating the exact time and date of each measurement, the quality of the measurement, and whether the measurement was taken on the right or left eye. Typically, this is done at the eye clinic where a healthcare professional (HCP) can review the results and discuss their relevance to the patient. Restricting this immediate reading of IOP likely helps to reduce potential self-medication and unnecessary patient anxiety. Identifying artifacts, outliers, and poor quality measurements should be assessed and interpreted by an HCP. However, it has been argued that allowing patients to view their IOP data may assist them in obtaining better quality measurements.

All patients must receive training from a certified HCP or delegate prior to using the Icare HOME for self-tonometry based on a set of criteria according to the Icare HOME manufacturer. The criteria to receive certification are the following: a) the first of the three Icare HOME readings taken by the patient and the GAT result measured by the HCP differ by 5mmHg or less; b) the range (max-min) of the three readings taken by the patient is 7mmHg or less; c) the positioning of the tonometer was correct during self-use as determined by the HCP. Only if all three of these conditions are met can a patient be certified to use the Icare HOME to perform self-tonometry. During the training session, the HCP will also “size” the patient and note down their forehead and cheek support measurements on a support position tag, to be kept in the patient’s Icare HOME carrying case. A Patient Guide provided to each patient explains the steps involved in using the device and includes diagrams on how to use the device, along with tips for general troubleshooting.
Comparison Studies of Icare HOME to GAT

On July 30th, 2020 the search terms “Icare HOME” and “self-tonometry” were used to search the English language literature on PubMed, Google Scholar, and MEDLINE (Ovid). Articles from 2016 onwards were searched. Any study that did not provide data on self-tonometry of the Icare HOME (such as when operated by a partner or healthcare professional) was excluded from this review. Table 1 summarizes eight studies that explore the Icare HOME’s self-tonometry efficacy through comparison to GAT and investigation of its general usability and limitations. Although many studies on the Icare HOME compare other Icare devices in addition to GAT, the focus of this review is primarily on Icare HOME self-tonometry. All mean IOP differences in this review will be reported as GAT-Icare HOME (mean IOP of Icare HOME measurements subtracted from mean IOP of GAT measurements).

As IOP from tonometry is measured through a patient’s cornea, corneal biomechanics are known to significantly affect the accuracy of IOP measurement with tonometry. However, it has also been shown that thin central corneal thickness (CCT) is associated with glaucomatous progression through visual field loss in comparison to a patient with normal CCT values at an equal IOP. Low corneal hysteresis (CH) is also associated with optic nerve and visual field damage in glaucoma. Although CCT and CH are sometimes viewed as independent variables for glaucoma progression, their association with inaccurate IOP measurement likely contributes to the increased risk of progression.

Many of the following studies also explore relationships between corneal biomechanics and their effect on IOP measurements on the Icare HOME in comparison to GAT.

Dabasia et al presented one of the first studies to compare the Icare HOME to GAT in 2016. Seventy-six subjects (62 with glaucoma or ocular hypertension, 14 with no glaucoma-related diagnosis) were trained to use the Icare HOME, and 56 (74%) were able to correctly perform self-tonometry after training. They sampled a predominantly elderly population, with a median age of 68 years. Of note, a modified version of the manufacturer’s criteria for patient certification was used, although it still involved a comprehensive assessment of the patient’s ability to use the device. The mean difference in IOP measurements between the GAT and Icare HOME was found to be 0.3mmHg (95% limits of agreement (LOA) −4.6 to 5.2), indicating the Icare HOME slightly underestimated IOP measurements compared to GAT. Overall, 84% of Icare HOME measurements were within 3mmHg of GAT measurements. It was also found that there was a greater mean IOP difference for CCT<500µm (1.9mmHg) and for CCT>600µm (1.0mmHg). Interestingly, for a CCT between 500 and 600µm, the mean IOP difference was −0.1mmHg, indicating a slight overestimation of IOP measurements for participants with corneal thicknesses that fall within the Icare HOME validated range. Of all subjects who were trained to perform self-tonometry, 84% agreed that the device was easy to use, and 91% agreed that they would use the device at home. No association was found between a subject’s ability to perform self-tonometry and gender, previous or current contact lens wear, hand dexterity, educational level, refractive error, or vertical palpebral aperture.

Mudie et al conducted a study with a larger population of 171 eligible participants, all of whom were glaucoma patients or suspected glaucoma patients. Participants were trained using the exact manufacturer’s criteria to use the Icare HOME, and 127 (74%) were successful. Of the 44 who were not certified, 7 withdrew due to time concerns, while 10 were not certified due to difficulty using the device, and 27 were unable to obtain Icare HOME measurements within 5mmHg to GAT. The participants had a mean age of 62 years. The mean difference in IOP measurements was found to be −0.33mmHg (SD 3.11mmHg). Interestingly, this study found that the Icare HOME slightly overestimated IOP compared to GAT, which contrasts to most other comparison studies. Overall, 91.3% of the Icare HOME measurements agreed within 5mmHg of GAT. This study only included patients with CCT thickness between 500 and 600µm, and no association between CCT and agreement of Icare HOME and GAT measurements were identified within that range. It also stratified accuracy by lower and higher IOP ranges and found that at lower IOP ranges (6–16mmHg), the Icare HOME device underestimated IOP by more than 7.5mmHg in 1 of 60 participants, and at higher IOP ranges (>23mmHg), it overestimated IOP by more than 7.5mmHg in 1 of 67 participants. This may be a result of the fact that corneal rigidity increases with increasing IOP in a non-linear fashion. At a lower IOP, the cornea is less stiff and thus rebound velocity is reduced and IOP is underestimated. At a higher IOP, the stiffer cornea will allow for a quicker rebound velocity on the rebound tonometer and will produce a relative overestimation of IOP. The
### Table 1 Summary of Icare HOME Comparison Studies to GAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Participant Demographics</th>
<th>Mean IOP Difference (GAT – Icare HOME)</th>
<th>% of Participants Successfully Trained to Use Icare HOME for Self-Tonometry from Training</th>
<th>Correlation Found with CCT</th>
<th>Correlation with High/Low IOP Range</th>
<th>Other Unique Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dabasia et al 2016⁷⁷</td>
<td>76 participants total 49 POAG 9 PACG 4 OHTN 14 no glaucoma-related diagnosis Median age 68 years</td>
<td>0.33mmHg</td>
<td>74% (56/76)</td>
<td>Greater underestimation of IOP readings on Icare HOME for both CCT&lt;500µm and CCT&gt;500µm</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
<td>Mean time to reliably perform 3 measurements of each eye without trainer interaction was 21 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mudie et al 2016⁶⁸</td>
<td>171 participants total All glaucoma patients or suspected glaucoma patients (type not specified) Mean age 62 years</td>
<td>−0.33mmHg</td>
<td>74% (127/171)</td>
<td>No association identified (only included patients with CCT between 500 and 600µm)</td>
<td>3 IOP categories: 6.1mmHg-16.0mmHg (60 participants) &gt;16mmHg-&lt;23.0mmHg (44 participants) ≥23.0mmHg (22 participants) Underestimation of IOP at lowest IOP range and overestimation of IOP at highest IOP range</td>
<td>ICC = 0.91 (for Icare HOME self-tonometry) For 91% of patients, corneal staining remained the same before and after certification The average discomfort score increased insignificantly from 6.2 to 7.1 (range 0–80) before and after certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noguchi et al 2016⁶⁸</td>
<td>43 participants total All healthy, non-glaucomatous subjects Mean age 28.3 ± 4.7 years</td>
<td>1.03mmHg</td>
<td>No certification/training process was outlined</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
<td>Weak but significant correlation to overestimate IOP in eyes with higher IOP values (&gt;18mmHg) and to underestimate IOP in eyes with lower IOP values (&lt;18mmHg)</td>
<td>ICC = 0.81 (for Icare HOME self-tonometry) Diurnal variation was measured; Icare HOME demonstrated significantly lower IOP values at 1200h, 1600h, and 1800h compared to GAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termuhlen et al 2016⁶⁸</td>
<td>302 eyes total from 154 participants 101 glaucoma subjects (type unspecified) 43 non-glaucomatous subjects Mean age 58.66 ± 17.28 years</td>
<td>0.9mmHg</td>
<td>No certification/training process was outlined</td>
<td>Overestimation of IOP at higher CCT ranges, and underestimation of IOP at lower CCT ranges using Icare HOME</td>
<td>Overestimation of IOP at higher IOP ranges, and underestimation of IOP at lower IOP ranges</td>
<td>This study focused more on physician-operated use of the Icare HOME (not self-tonometry)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 1 (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Participant Demographics</th>
<th>Mean IOP Difference (GAT – Icare HOME)</th>
<th>% of Participants Successfully Trained to Use Icare HOME for Self-Tonometry from Training</th>
<th>Correlation Found with CCT</th>
<th>Correlation with High/Low IOP Range</th>
<th>Other Unique Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takagi et al 2017</td>
<td>130 participants total 83 NTG 25 POAG 11 developmental glaucoma 1 secondary glaucoma 10 glaucoma suspect Mean age 57.7 ± 13.1 years</td>
<td>−0.7mmHg</td>
<td>98% (128/130) Only included participants with visual acuity 20/25 or better</td>
<td>A 1.2% increase in IOP difference between Icare HOME and GAT for every 10% increase in CCT</td>
<td>Overestimation of IOP at higher IOP ranges, and underestimation of IOP at lower IOP ranges</td>
<td>Icare HOME more likely to underestimate IOP at older ages, and more likely to overestimate IOP with greater astigmatism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronin et al 2017</td>
<td>100 participants total Mean age 67.5 years</td>
<td>2.66mmHg</td>
<td>73% (73/100)</td>
<td>Thinner CCT was associated with lower IOP measurements for Icare HOME</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
<td>ICC = 0.903 for self-tonometry compared to measurements obtained by clinician. Mean time to obtain certification was 14.5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown et al 2018</td>
<td>100 participants total Mean age 67.5 ± 10.9 years</td>
<td>2.66mmHg</td>
<td>73% (73/100)</td>
<td>Thinner CCT was associated with a smaller difference in IOP between Icare HOME and GAT</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
<td>Corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor are more important in determining accuracy of IOP measurement on Icare HOME than CCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cvenkel et al 2020</td>
<td>117 participants total 81 POAG 12 PDG 10 PXF 14 OHTN Mean age 57.4 ± 14.9 years</td>
<td>1.2mmHg</td>
<td>82% (96/117)</td>
<td>Thinner CCT was associated with underestimation of IOP for Icare HOME, with a decrease in IOP difference of 0.16mmHg for every 10µm thicker of CCT</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
<td>Mean time to obtain certification was 14.5 minutes. This was positively correlated with age</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reliability of Icare HOME was assessed by calculating an overall Coefficient of Variation (COV) of 7.02 from two measurements, compared to a COV of 5.9 from two measurements using GAT. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for the Icare HOME was 0.91 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.89–0.94). No significant difference in IOP measurements was found when participants used their nondominant hand. Unique to their study, Mudie et al assessed participant comfort and safety with the Icare HOME by grading corneal staining with fluorescein dye
and a discomfort score from 0 to 100. It was found that for 91% of patients (116/127), corneal staining remained the same before and after certification, and the average discomfort score increased insignificantly from 6.2 to 7.1 before and after certification, ranging from 0 to 80.

Noguchi et al\(^{30}\) provided a unique perspective and investigated the importance of diurnal measurements and the relative differences between the Icare HOME and GAT depending on time of day. This study assessed 43 healthy young participants with a mean age of 28.3 ± 4.7 years. Due to the younger population sampled, this may have underestimated the IOP relative to the population that the Icare HOME is targeted for. Younger eyes have been shown to have significantly different corneal biomechanical properties with lower corneal rigidity.\(^{31}\) A lower corneal rigidity would reduce the rebound velocity of the Icare HOME and thus underestimate IOP in comparison to GAT. The Icare HOME and GAT were compared 6 times a day every 2 hours from 0800h to 1800h. No certification process was outlined to determine who was eligible to use the Icare HOME. Similar diurnal IOP curves were observed between Icare HOME and GAT; however, the IOP values were significantly lower for the Icare HOME than for GAT at 1200h, 1600h, and 1800h. The mean overall difference in IOP measurements between Icare HOME and GAT at all time points was 1.03mmHg (95% LOA −3.91 to 5.98). There was a weak but significant (P = 0.038) tendency for the Icare HOME to overestimate the IOP in eyes having higher IOP values (>18mmHg) and underestimate the IOP in those having lower IOP values (<18mmHg). An intraclass correlation coefficient was calculated at 0.812 (95% CI 0.713–0.886) for Icare HOME self-tonometry. Additionally, 39.5% of participants described handling the Icare HOME as “easy to use”, 46.5% described it as “normal”, and 13.9% described it as “difficult to use.” Of note, this study postulated that IOP measurements are lower in the Icare HOME due to two reasons. Firstly, accommodation occurs when subjects must confirm the ring signal lit up as “green”, and it is known that accommodation reduces IOP. Secondly, when the eye accommodates, the eyeball rotates inwards slightly and the Icare HOME probe touches the temporal cornea; it has been shown previously that when the probe touches the cornea at an angle of 10 or 20 degrees towards the visual axis, IOP decreased by approximately 2mmHg.

Termuhlen et al\(^{32}\) compared Icare HOME and GAT with a population of 154 patients; 101 with a diagnosis of glaucoma, and 53 patients without a glaucoma diagnosis. There was no mention of a certification or training process. Because this study focused more on the difference between ophthalmologist-operated Icare HOME compared to patient-operated Icare HOME (self-tonometry), it did not explicitly provide a mean difference in IOP between self-tonometry with Icare HOME and GAT. However, the mean IOP for GAT was 15.9mmHg and the mean IOP for Icare HOME was 14.9mmHg, which is a difference of 0.9mmHg. The CCT of participants ranged from 407 to 685µm, and a linear regression demonstrated that the Icare HOME tended to overestimate IOP at higher CCT ranges, and underestimate IOP at lower CCT ranges relative to GAT. To note, the measurements used for the CCT comparison were from physician-operated Icare HOME measurements, not self-tonometry. Similar to previous studies, within lower ranges of IOP, the Icare HOME was found to underestimate IOP, whereas at higher IOP levels it overestimated IOP in comparison to GAT. This study compared patient satisfaction between usage of the Icare HOME and the Icare ONE, concluding that the Icare HOME scored significantly better.

Tagaki et al\(^{33}\) examined 130 participants in various glaucoma or suspected glaucoma patients. The mean age was 57.5 ± 13.1 years. They also demonstrated an average overestimation of IOP with Icare HOME compared to GAT, just like Mudie et al, the mean difference was −0.70mmHg (95% LOA −3.07 to 4.46mmHg), which is the only other study other than Mudie et al to report an overestimation of Icare HOME compared to GAT. In this study, participants did not receive a formal certification process according to Icare HOME certification criteria; instead, it was stated that 128 participants (98%) were able to correctly perform self-tonometry within 30 minutes, and the 2 that could not be excluded from the study. However, this study only included patients with a visual acuity of 20/25 or better. This study found a 10% increase in CCT predicted a 1.2% increase in difference in IOP between Icare HOME and GAT. A negative correlation between IOP difference and age was shown (with Icare HOME more likely to underestimate IOP at older ages), and a positive correlation between IOP difference and corneal astigmatism was shown (with Icare HOME more likely to overestimate IOP with greater astigmatism). To note, the associations with CCT, age, and astigmatism were found when the Icare HOME was operated by an ophthalmologist. Again, this study also mentioned that the
Icare HOME underestimated IOP measurements in lower ranges of IOP, and overestimated IOP measurements in higher ranges of IOP when compared to GAT.

Pronin et al. assessed 100 patients with diagnosed glaucoma or ocular hypertension with a mean age of 67.5 years. A total of 73% (73/100) of participants successfully were certified to use the Icare HOME. Participants spent a mean of 20.3 minutes to learn how to perform self-tonometry, and those who were unsuccessful in being certified were significantly older and had significantly worse visual acuity. There was no association found between successful certification and handedness. The mean difference in IOP (GAT-care HOME) was 2.66mmHg, which is on the higher end of underestimations of the Icare HOME from this review. This may be due to the fact that this study only included confirmed glaucoma or ocular hypertension patients. These patients have been shown to have significantly lower CCTs and corneal hysteresis, which can result in a reduction in rebound velocity of the Icare HOME tonometer, resulting in significant underestimation of IOP in comparison to GAT. It was found that only 56% of Icare HOME measurements were within 5mmHg of GAT. Thinner CCT was associated with lower IOP measurements with Icare HOME. This same association was also noted for measurements with GAT, although not as strong. Questionnaire data revealed that 71% of participants felt the Icare HOME was easy to use, and 92% stated they would be happy to perform self-tonometry in the future. This study also found there was excellent agreement between measurements obtained with self-tonometry and measurements obtained by clinicians on the Icare HOME, with an ICC of 0.903.

Brown et al. conducted a study focused more on corneal properties on IOP, but used Icare HOME self-tonometry measurements in comparison to the GAT. Of the 100 glaucoma or ocular hypertension patients with a mean age of 67.5 ± 10.9 years, 73% were successfully trained to use the Icare HOME. The mean IOP difference (GAT-Icare HOME) was 2.66mmHg (SD 3.13mmHg), identical to the larger difference found by Pronin et al. The mean IOP difference was significantly associated with CCT, with eyes with thinner CCT having a smaller IOP difference between Icare HOME and GAT. As this study focused more on corneal properties, it found that in univariable analyses, IOP measurements taken by Icare HOME were significantly associated with CCT, as well as corneal hysteresis (CH) and corneal resistance factor (CRF). However, in multivariable analyses, CH and CRF were significantly associated with CCT, but CCT was no longer significant. This indicates that CH and CRF are more important in determining accuracy of IOP measurement than CCT.

Cvenkel et al. assessed 117 suspected glaucoma, open-angle glaucoma, or ocular hypertension participants, of which 96 participants (82%) fulfilled requirements for certification. The mean age of participants was 57.4 ± 14.9 years. This mean amount of time taken for participants to obtain three reliable measurements and obtain certification was 14.2 minutes. This was positively correlated with age, but not with gender or visual acuity. The mean IOP difference (GAT-Icare HOME) was 1.2mmHg (SD 2.4mmHg, 95% LOA –3.4 to 5.9mmHg). Overall, all Icare HOME readings were within 5mmHg of GAT in 93.8% (90/96) of patients. It was noted that the Icare HOME underestimated IOP at thinner CCT compared to thicker CCT, with a decrease in mean difference of 0.16mmHg for every 10μm thicker of CCT based on regression analysis. Survey data showed that 78.5% (93) of participants felt self-tonometry was easy to use, with 80.6% (75/93) participants stating they would use the device at home.

In summary, comparison studies of Icare HOME self-tonometry to GAT reveal that the mean difference in IOP (GAT-Icare HOME) ranged from –0.7mmHg to 2.66mmHg, and that ≥73% of participants were consistently successful in being certified or trained to use the device. Across most studies, there was an underestimation of IOP by Icare HOME when measuring in lower IOP ranges, and an overestimation of IOP by Icare HOME when measuring in higher IOP ranges. Studies also supported the overall user-friendliness and participant willingness to use the Icare HOME for self-tonometry at home through survey data. Although a few studies showed a correlation of increasing IOP difference between Icare HOME and GAT with an increase in CCT, the exact correlation between CCT and mean IOP difference was inconsistent and variable, potentially due to the variability of inclusion criteria for CCT values of participants. Further investigation may be required to deduce the exact relationship between CCT and accuracy of Icare HOME readings. To note, Brown et al. discussed that biomechanical properties of the cornea such as corneal hysteresis and corneal resistance factor are more important factors in determining how the cornea will influence IOP.
measurement, which are not necessarily correlated with CCT, especially in eyes weakened with disease.\textsuperscript{35}

A few discrepancies between studies are noted from this review. Firstly, the exact Icare HOME manufacturer criteria were not consistently used to train participants; some studies did not mention at all how they trained or certified patients (Noguchi et al and Termuhlen et al), while others (Dabasia et al and Takagi et al) modified the certification criteria to train participants. Takagi et al also only included patients with a visual acuity of 20/25 or better, which may have contributed to its high success rate of 98%. As a result, the success rate in adopting the Icare HOME among participants should be interpreted with caution in these studies. Additionally, masking of the investigator reading the Icare HOME measurements and performing GAT measurements was inconsistent, with certain studies leaving the investigator unmasked to both readings (Termuhlen et al) Frequency and number of IOP measurements taken were also inconsistent amongst studies. Some studies did not report how many IOP recordings were taken per participant with Icare HOME and GAT (Pronin et al and Brown et al), while other studies reported 1 measurement (Termuhlen et al) and 3 measurements (Dabasia et al, Mudie et al, Takagi et al, and Cvenkel et al). Only Noguchi measured diurnal fluctuations throughout the day (every 2 hours from 0800h to 1800h) with both Icare HOME and GAT, and thus had the largest number of readings per participant to compare both devices. Finally, amongst studies that assessed CCT, the devices used for determining CCT varied. Some studies used an Accutome Pachpen (Dabasia et al), while others used a DGH Technology Pachmate (Cvenkel et al).

Clinically Relevant Take-Home Points
A review of these studies suggests a few clinically relevant points, which can inform clinicians when deciding when it would be advisable to rely on Icare HOME self-tonometry measurements. Firstly, with such a varied population sampled across studies but with a consistent majority of participants being certified to use Icare HOME, it appears that feasibility of the Icare HOME is not significantly affected by population demographic. As noted by Dabasia et al, handedness, gender, education level, contact lens wear, refractive error, and vertical palpebral aperture do not appear to affect usage of the Icare HOME. However, tremor and arthritis in elderly participants were mentioned by Dabasia et al as hindrances to successfully performing self-tonometry in 2 participants. Secondly, CCT appears to affect Icare HOME readings in an inconsistent manner. It is therefore no surprise that the manufacturer criteria states that the Icare HOME is only validated to be used in patients with a CCT between 500 and 600nm. Although it has long been recognized that CCT measurements affect GAT readings, they appear to be even more affected with Icare HOME readings. Further, it appears that a “mid-range” IOP is ideal for the most reliable IOP readings. Mudie et al stratified participants into three IOP groups: 6.1mmHg to 16mmHg, 16mmHg to <23mmHg, and ≥23mmHg while Noguchi et al analyzed IOP ranges in two groups: >18mmHg and <18mmHg. Both studies indicated that participants in the groups with higher IOPs were more likely to have IOP overestimated with Icare HOME readings and the groups with lower IOPs were more likely to have IOP underestimated. A thorough analysis involving how the reliability of Icare HOME readings are affected along the continuum of IOP ranges was not discussed in any study and warrants further investigation. Nevertheless, it would be reasonable to suggest that the Icare HOME is most accurate in the “middle range” of roughly 16mmHg to 23mmHg. Participants in this IOP group did not have any differences greater than 7.5mmHg between Icare HOME readings and GAT according to Mudie et al. To note, a study conducted by Huang et al (not included in this review due to lack of self-tonometry data) adapted an equation to calculate the upper limit of expected Icare HOME IOP measurements with respect to in-office GAT measurements based on a linear regression model.\textsuperscript{28} This could assist clinicians in identifying clinically relevant IOP elevations from the Icare HOME. Future studies on the Icare HOME could aim to employ a similar regression model to correct for high/low IOP ranges and CCT values.

Clinical Utility of the Icare HOME
The value of Icare HOME tonometry lies more so in monitoring patients at risk due to diurnal variations in IOP rather than its alternative use as a tonometer with similar accuracy to GAT. As a result, we will discuss how the Icare HOME can be most useful in clinical practice. A few published studies have demonstrated the clinical utility of the Icare HOME. Cvenkel et al provided the Icare HOME to patients with glaucoma or ocular hypertension and found that eyes with significantly higher average IOP, peak IOP, and higher IOP fluctuation as measured on the Icare HOME were the eyes that showed progression in glaucoma (defined as significant visual field
deterioration or optic nerve head/retinal nerve fiber layer changes), despite stable in-office IOP measurements. Additionally, Awadalla et al found that a significant reduction in mean IOP after selective laser trabeculoplasty could be detected when providing Icare HOME devices to patients after their procedure. These studies demonstrate the Icare HOME’s role in obtaining an accurate IOP profile to assist in treatment decision-making, which complement similar findings from our own practice.

In our practice, patients are trained by a healthcare professional before renting the device and usually take the tonometer home for 5–7 days. We encourage our patients to continue their usual daily life routine and try to obtain as many measurements as possible with measurements taken during one overnight period. We also suggest patients to log activities when using Icare HOME to potentially correlate readings to certain activities (ie, awake or sleeping, drop administration, physical activity, and meals). By obtaining consistent measurements over a period of 5–7 days, we are able to identify daily trends that can help to exclude artifacts or outliers.

As IOP – particularly peak IOP – is considered an important variable in glaucoma risk, target IOPs are often based on this measure. Conceivably, home tonometry should then be performed for all glaucoma patients at diagnosis and after therapeutic interventions. However, for practical reasons, we recommend it most useful to perform Icare HOME in patients who present with reasonable in office IOP, but with uncertainty as to if their disease is controlled. This uncertainty could arise from significant visual field progression, optic nerve head and retinal nerve fiber layer changes, or anything that raises suspicion from a clinician’s own judgment.

We find that certain types of glaucoma could particularly benefit with additional IOP monitoring with the Icare HOME – particularly those with pigment dispersion glaucoma, suspects of angle-closure glaucoma, and normal-tension glaucoma (NTG). As Icare HOME users are asked to provide us with a diary of their activities and glaucoma medication routine while monitoring their IOP with Icare HOME, this can assist in detecting whether the IOP spike is related to physical exertion in pigment dispersion glaucoma cases. When dealing with patients with progressive NTG, a better understanding of the patient’s overall IOP profile can help us to identify how important the IOP-dependent factors are, which can help to decide target IOP when operating on these patients. We are able to more confidently decide if we should aim for single-digit IOPs with a tight therapeutic window just above hypotony (ie, 6–8mmHg) or target IOPs around 12mmHg while ensuring we keep peak IOPs also at this level. The findings of an elevated peak IOP on diurnal testing may reduce the need (and risk) of aiming for extremely aggressive sub-physiologic IOPs and address fluctuations more so with surgery, while a low peak IOP would tilt us to be more aggressive with the choice of surgical procedure. Considering the wide range of IOP fluctuation in some angle closure and angle closure suspect patients, the use of Icare HOME tonometry in these eyes can provide useful insight into disease control and timing of intervention. Finally, we have also begun using the Icare HOME to monitor postoperative IOP control, as it can be very reassuring for both physicians and patients to know how well a patient is doing after a surgical intervention. Overall, the Icare HOME tonometer adds an extra tool to our diagnostic armamentarium.

Examples from Practice

Utility of the Icare HOME is best demonstrated through examples where usage of the Icare HOME led to diagnoses or clinical findings that would have otherwise been missed. The following five clinical cases arise from our practice where information from the Icare HOME was critical in altering decisions for glaucoma management. Although some of these cases demonstrate changes in IOP demonstrated on Icare HOME before and after a surgical or medical intervention, it should also be noted that procedures such as a trabeculectomy as well as IOP-lowering medications can affect corneal biomechanics and alter true changes in IOP measurement.

Case 1

A sixty-year-old Caucasian male with mild pigmentary glaucoma presented with a suspicion of glaucomatous progression in visual fields despite apparently “controlled” IOP in the mid-teens for 7 years. This patient had no visual symptoms related to physical exertion. IOP monitoring with Icare HOME tonometer showed significant peak IOP fluctuations up to 32mmHg in the right eye and 43mmHg in the left eye (Figure 3). Glaucoma tests were repeated, and visual field progression was confirmed despite maximal glaucoma medical therapy with good compliance. Trabeculectomy was performed in the right eye, and a gonioscopy-assisted trabeculectomy (GATT) was performed for the left eye. Six months after both surgeries, the patient had apparently reasonable
IOP control (right 6mmHg, left 12mmHg). However, a dramatic visual field progression in the left eye was noticed, and IOP monitoring with Icare HOME was again performed.

Postoperative Icare HOME monitoring showed great IOP improvement for the right eye with no significant IOP variation. Interestingly, for the left eye, the highest IOP registered was over 40mmHg with significant IOP fluctuation (Figure 4), despite the apparently reasonable IOP control in the office. Medical treatment was attempted; however, a trabeculectomy was ultimately performed in the left eye as well.

Case 2
A 55-year-old female presented with advanced, progressive, NTG in her right eye. Over the past four years, in-office IOPs had remained in the low teens in both eyes as the Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) and Visual Fields (VF) continued to deteriorate in the right eye only with the left eye remaining stable. The patient participated in a sleep study and 24-hour blood pressure monitoring with results unremarkable. Icare HOME was then prescribed to the patient and confirmed significant peak IOP fluctuations up to 20mmHg with a standard deviation of 3.5 in the right eye (Figure 5). The left eye also showed some peak IOP elevation, although less than the right eye and was non-progressive with similar office IOP readings.

A subconjunctival micro-invasive surgical implant was successfully placed in the patient’s right eye. A postoperative Icare HOME evaluation revealed a much lower peak IOP following surgery (Figure 6) on no glaucoma medication and at three months the postoperative IOP remained controlled between 5 and 10mmHg.

Case 3
A 61-year-old female with advanced open-angle glaucoma in both eyes was referred for surgical management. Her left eye had a complicated course after trabeculectomy surgery with resultant chronic hypotony and poor vision, while right eye had advanced visual field loss and over the last 3 years was felt to be progressing despite in-office IOP measurements in the low teens on 4 classes of medications. Both non-IOP and IOP-related factors for progression were considered, and the Icare HOME tonometer was prescribed for one week (Figure 7).

Icare HOME demonstrated IOP fluctuations with a high of 20mmHg in the morning. Risks and benefits of any procedure with the likely chance of further progression were considered. The decision to proceed with a subconjunctival micro-invasive glaucoma surgery was made and successfully performed. Over the course of the year after surgery, IOP was controlled with pressures between 6 and 8mmHg and on no glaucoma drops.

Figure 3 Case 1 Preoperative Icare HOME Results.

Figure 4 Case 1 Postoperative Icare HOME Results.

Figure 5 Case 2 Preoperative Icare HOME Results.

Figure 6 Case 2 Postoperative right eye Icare HOME Results.
Case 4
A 61-year-old male with advanced glaucoma, worse in the left eye than right eye presented with IOP in the high teens, approaching the low twenties pre-treatment. Additionally, there had been visual field progression over the last 2 years with central fixation loss while on 3 glaucoma medications in both eyes. The Icare HOME tonometer was prescribed to obtain a more accurate assessment of IOP control. Results indicated IOP fluctuations into the thirties in both eyes (Figure 8).

Subconjunctival micro-invasive glaucoma surgery was then performed in the left eye to achieve better IOP control. Postoperative Icare HOME results showed minimal IOP fluctuations in the left eye while the right eye still showed significant IOP elevations (Figure 9). The patient is currently off glaucoma medications and at a one year postoperative follow up showed a controlled IOP between 7 and 11mmHg. The right eye has recently undergone the same procedure with similar early results (Figure 10).

Case 5
A 67-year-old female presented with moderate normal pressure glaucoma in both eyes. Over the past eight years, in-office IOPs had remained in the low teens in both eyes as the OCT and VF continued to deteriorate in the right eye. A workup for non-IOP mechanisms of optic neuropathy, including 24-hour blood pressure monitoring and a sleep study was done, with unremarkable results. The Icare HOME tonometer was prescribed to obtain additional IOP monitoring. Results indicated low peak IOP with the highest IOP of 12 and the lowest of 5 in the right eye (Figure 11). As the peak IOP was low, we decided to be more aggressive with the surgical procedure’s choice. A trabeculectomy was performed in the right eye aiming for single-digit IOPs with a tight therapeutic window just above hypotony. For the left eye, progression was not obvious and was decided to continue observation with glaucoma medications.

Conclusion
At the time of writing this article, the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly changed healthcare delivery worldwide with physical distancing measures necessitating a rapid shift to virtual delivery of clinical care. As
a result, home tonometers such as the Icare HOME would prove an invaluable resource by allowing clinicians to maintain follow-up for glaucoma patients without the need to physically see them in their clinics. With the electronic storage of IOP data within the device, integration into a clinic’s electronic medical record would allow for streamlined virtual data collection. Additionally, the Icare HOME provides an additional tool in providing healthcare access for rural and remote areas, who may no longer need to travel far as frequently to visit an eye care specialist.

In summary, the Icare HOME has demonstrated excellent potential to transform the traditional approach to glaucoma diagnosis and management. Our review indicates that the Icare HOME is reasonably similar to GAT measurements, easy to use, and well accepted by patients. Preliminary examples have demonstrated ways in which the Icare HOME can be used clinically to guide and customize glaucoma management. Continued strict review of the Icare HOME’s accuracy, feasibility, areas for improvement, as well as potential for future applications is important in adapting this technology widely.
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